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Background The collection of tubes, tracks, balls, and blocks of
wood shown at left is an audio-kinetic sculpture. A conveyor belt
lifts the balls to a point high on the track, and the balls wind their
way down as they are pulled by the force of gravity and pushed
by various other forces. They twist through spirals, drop straight
down tubes, and sometimes go up and around loops as if on a
roller coaster. Along the way, the balls trip levers and bounce off
elastic membranes. The sculpture uses the energy of the falling
balls to produce sounds in wood blocks and metal tubes.

This kinetic sculpture can be considered a machine or a 
collection of many small machines. It uses the motion of the balls
to produce a desired musical effect. Other kinetic sculptures may
incorporate simple machines such as levers, wheels, and screws.
The American artist Alexander Calder, shown at left, is well known
for his hanging mobiles that move in response to air currents.

This chapter introduces the basic principles of energy that 
explain the motions and interactions of machines and of parts
within machines—including kinetic sculptures.

Activity 1 Look around your kitchen or garage. What kinds 
of tools or utensils do you see? How do these tools help with 
different kinds of projects? For each tool, consider where force is
applied to the tool and how the tool may apply force to another
object. Is the force transferred to another part of the tool? Is the
force that the tool can exert on an object larger or smaller than
the force exerted on the tool?

Activity 2 Any piece of artwork that moves is a kinetic sculpture.
Design and construct a kinetic sculpture of your own. Some ideas
for materials include hangers, rubber bands, string, wood and
metal scraps, and old toys.

Focus 
ACTIVITY

283

Kinetic sculptures are
sculptures that have
moving parts. The
changes in the motion 
of different parts of a 
kinetic sculpture can be
explained in terms of
forces or in terms of 
energy transformations.

TOPIC: Machines
GO TO: www.scilinks.org
KEYWORD: HK1091
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If you needed to change a flat tire, you would probably use a
car jack to lift the car. Machines—from complex ones such as
a car to relatively simple ones such as a car jack, a hammer,

or a ramp—help people get things done every day.

What Is Work?
Imagine trying to lift the front of a car without using a jack. You
could exert a lot of force without moving the car at all. Exerting
all that force might seem like hard work. In science, however, the
word work has a very specific meaning. 

Work is done only when force causes a change in the motion
of an object in the direction of the applied force. Work is calcu-
lated by multiplying the force by the distance over which the force
is applied. We will always assume that the force used to calculate
work is acting along the same line as the direction of motion.

In the case of trying to lift the car, you might apply a large
force, but if the distance that the car moves is equal to zero, the
work done on the car is also equal to zero. 

However, once the car moves even a small amount, you have
done some work on it. You could calculate how much by multi-
plying the force you have applied by the distance the car moves.

The weightlifter in Figure 9-1 is applying a force to the bar-
bell as she holds it overhead, but the barbell is not moving. Is she
doing any work on the barbell?

9.1

Work, Power, and Machines

> Define work and power.

> Calculate the work done on an object 
and the rate at which work is done.

> Use the concept of mechanical advantage to explain 
how machines make doing work easier.

> Calculate the mechanical advantage of various machines.

O B J E C T I V E S

work
power
mechanical advantage

K E Y T E R M S

work = force × distance
W = F × d

Work Equation

work quantity of energy
transferred by a force when 
it is applied to a body and
causes that body to move 
in the direction of the force

Figure 9-1
As this weightlifter holds the 
barbell over her head, is she 
doing any work on the barbell?

Disc Two, Module 10: Work
Use the Interactive Tutor to learn more
about this topic.
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Work is measured in joules
Because work is calculated as force times distance, it is mea-
sured in units of newtons times meters, N•m. These units are
also called joules (J). In terms of SI base units, a joule is equiva-
lent to 1 kg•m2/s2.

1 N•m = 1 J = 1 kg•m2/s2

Because these units are all equal, you can choose whichever unit is
easiest for solving a particular problem. Substituting equivalent
units will often help you cancel out other units in a problem.

You do about 1 J of work when you slowly lift an apple, which
weighs about 1 N, from your waist to the top of your head, a dis-
tance of about 1 m. Three push-ups require about 1000 J of work.

Math SkillsMath Skills
Work Imagine a father playing with his daughter by lifting her
repeatedly in the air. How much work does he do with each
lift, assuming he lifts her 2.0 m and exerts an average force of
190 N?

List the given and unknown values.
Given: force, F = 190 N

distance, d = 2.0 m
Unknown: work, W = ? J

Write the equation for work.
work = force × distance W = F × d

Insert the known values into the equation, and solve.
W = 190 N × 2.0 m = 380 N•m = 380 J

3

2

1

PracticePractice
Work
1. A crane uses an average force of 5200 N to lift a girder 25 m.

How much work does the crane do on the girder?
2. An apple weighing 1 N falls through a distance of 1 m. 

How much work is done on the apple by the force 
of gravity? 

3. The brakes on a bicycle apply 125 N of frictional force to the
wheels as the bicycle travels 14.0 m. How much work have the
brakes done on the bicycle?

4. While rowing in a race, John uses his arms to exert a force of
165 N per stroke while pulling the oar 0.800 m. How much
work does he do in 30 strokes?

5. A mechanic uses a hydraulic lift to raise a 1200 kg car 0.5 m 
off the ground. How much work does the lift do on the car? 

BIOLOGY
You may not do any
work on a car if you try
to lift it without a jack,

but your body will still get tired
from the effort because you 
are doing work on the muscles
inside your body.

When you try to lift some-
thing, your muscles contract
over and over in response to 
a series of electrical impulses
from your brain. With each con-
traction, a tiny bit of work is
done on the muscles. In just a
few seconds, this can add up to
thousands of contractions and 
a significant amount of work.

Practice
HINT

> In order to use the work
equation, you must use units
of newtons for force and 
units of meters for distance.
Practice Problem 5 gives a
mass in kilograms instead 
of a weight in newtons. To
convert from mass to force
(weight), use the definition 
of weight from Section 8.3:

w = mg
where m is the mass in 
kilograms and g = 9.8 m/s2. 
Then plug the value for 
weight into the work 
equation as the force.
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Power

Running up a flight of stairs doesn’t require any more work than
walking up slowly, but it is definitely more exhausting. The
amount of time it takes to get work done is another important
factor when considering work and machines. The quantity that
measures this is power. Power is defined as the rate at which
work is done, that is, how much work is done in a certain
amount of time.

Running up the stairs takes less time than walking. How does
reducing the time in this equation affect the power if the amount
of work stays the same?

Power is measured in watts
Power is measured in SI units called watts (W). A watt is the
amount of power required to do 1 J of work in 1 s, about as much
power as you need to lift an apple over your head in 1 s. You
must be careful not to confuse the abbreviation for watts, W,
with the symbol for work, W. You can tell which one is meant by
the context in which it appears and by whether it is in italics. 

Another common unit of
power is horsepower (hp).
This originally referred to the
average power output of a
draft horse. One horsepower
equals 746 W. With that much
power, a horse could raise a
load of 746 apples, weighing
1 N each, by 1 m every 
second.

Math SkillsMath Skills
Power It takes 100 kJ of work to lift an elevator 18 m. If this is
done in 20 s, what is the average power of the elevator during
the process?

List the given and unknown values.
Given: work, W = 100 kJ = 1 × 105 J

time, t = 20 s
The distance of 18 m will not be needed to 
calculate power.

Unknown: power, P = ? W

Write the equation for power.

power = �
w
tim

or
e
k

� P = �
W
t
�

Insert the known values into the equation, and solve.

P = �
1 ×

20
10

s

5 J
� = 5 × 103 J/s = 5 × 103 W

P = 5 kW

3

2

1

power = �
w
tim

or
e
k

� P = �
W
t
�

Power Equation

power a quantity that 
measures the rate at which
work is done
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1. How would your power output change if you
walked up the stairs faster?

2. What would your power output be if you climbed
the same stairs in the same amount of time while
carrying a stack of books weighing 20 N?

3. Why did you use your weight as the force in the
work equation?

Analysis

W O R K  A N D  E N E R G Y 287

PracticePractice
Power
1. While rowing in a race, John does 3960 J of work on the oars 

in 60.0 s. What is his power output in watts?
2. Every second, a coal-fired power plant produces enough 

electricity to do 9 × 108 J (900 MJ) of work. What is the 
plant’s power output in watts (or in megawatts)?

3. Using a jack, a mechanic does 5350 J of work to lift a car 0.500 m
in 50.0 s. What is the mechanic’s power output?

4. Suppose you are moving a 300 N box of books. Calculate your
power output in the following situations:
a. You exert a force of 60.0 N to push the box 12.0 m in 20.0 s.
b. You lift the box 1 m onto a truck in 3 s. 

5. Anna walks up the stairs on her way to class. She weighs
565 N and the stairs go up 3.25 m vertically.
a. Calculate her power output if she climbs the stairs in

12.6 s.
b. What is her power output if she climbs the stairs in 10.5 s?

Inquiry Inquiry 

LabLaba b What is your power output when you climb the stairs?

✔ flight of stairs ✔ stopwatch ✔ meterstickMaterials

1. Determine your weight in newtons. If your school
has a scale that weighs in kilograms, multiply
your mass in kilograms by 9.8 m/s2 to determine
your weight in newtons. If your school has a scale
that weighs in pounds, you can use the conver-
sion factor of 4.45 N/lb.

2. Divide into pairs. Have your partner use the 
stopwatch to time how long it takes you to walk
quickly up the stairs. Record the time. Then
switch roles and repeat.

3. Measure the height of one step in meters. Multi-
ply the number of steps by the height of one step
to get the total height of the stairway.

4. Multiply your weight in newtons by the height of
the stairs in meters to get the work you did in
joules. Recall the work equation: work = force ×
distance, or W = F × d.

5. To get your power in watts, divide the work done
in joules by the time in seconds that it took you
to climb the stairs.

Procedure

Practice
HINT

> In order to calculate power in
Practice Problems 4 and 5,
you must first use the work
equation to calculate the
work done in each case.
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Machines and Mechanical Advantage

Which is easier, lifting a car yourself or using a jack as shown 
in Figure 9-2? Which requires more work? Using a jack is 
obviously easier. But you may be surprised to learn that using a
jack doesn’t require less work. You do the same amount of work
either way, but the jack makes the work easier by allowing you to
apply less force at any given moment.

Machines multiply and redirect forces
Machines help us do work by redistributing the work that we put
into them. Machines can change the direction of an input force,
or they can increase an output force by changing the distance
over which the force is applied. This process is often called multi-
plying the force.

Different forces can do the same amount of work
Compare the amount of work required to lift a box straight onto
the bed of a truck, as shown in Figure 9-3A, with the amount 
of work required to push the same box up a ramp, as shown in
Figure 9-3B. When the mover lifts straight up, he must apply
225 N of force for a short distance. Using the ramp, he can apply
a smaller force over a longer distance. But the work done is
about the same in both cases.

Both a car jack and a loading ramp make doing work easier
by increasing the distance over which the force is applied. As a
result, the force required at any point is reduced. The same
amount of work can be done either with greater forces and
shorter distances, or lesser forces and longer distances.

288 C H A P T E R  9

W = F � d
W = 75.0 N � 3.00 m
W = 225 N•m = 225 J

F = 75.0 N

d = 3.00 m

W = F � d
W = 225 N � 1.00 m
W = 225 N•m = 225 J

F = 225 N

d = 1.00 m

Figure 9-3
(A ) When lifting a box straight up,
a mover applies a large force over
a short distance.
(B) Using a ramp to lift the box,
the mover applies a smaller force
over a longer distance.

Figure 9-2
A jack makes it easier to lift a car
by multiplying the input force 
and spreading the work out over 
a large distance.

A B
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Mechanical advantage tells how much a machine 
multiplies force or increases distance
A ramp makes doing work easier by increasing the distance over
which force is applied. But how long should the ramp be? An 
extremely long ramp would allow the mover to use very little
force, but he would have to push the box a long distance. A very
short ramp, on the other hand, would be too steep and would not
help him very much.

To solve problems like this, scientists and engineers use a
number that describes how much the force or distance is multi-
plied by a machine. This number is called the mechanical 
advantage, and it is defined as the ratio between the output force
and the input force. It is also equal to the ratio between the input
distance and the output distance.

A machine with a mechanical advantage of greater than 1
multiplies the input force. Such a machine can help you move or
lift heavy objects, such as a car or a box of books. A machine with
a mechanical advantage of less than 1 does not multiply force,
but increases distance and speed. When you swing a baseball bat,
your arms and the bat together form a machine that increases
speed without multiplying force.

Math SkillsMath Skills
Mechanical Advantage Calculate the mechanical advantage of
a ramp that is 5.0 m long and 1.5 m high.

List the given and unknown values.
Given: input distance = 5.0 m

output distance = 1.5 m
Unknown: mechanical advantage = ?

Write the equation for mechanical advantage.
Because the information we are given involves 
only distance, we only need part of the full equation:

mechanical advantage =�
o
i
u
n
t
p
p
u
u
t
t
d
d
i
i
s
s
t
t
a
a
n
n
c
c
e
e

�

Insert the known values into the equation, and solve. 

mechanical advantage = �
5
1
.
.
0
5

m
m

� = 3.3

3

2

1

mechanical advantage = �o
i
u
n

t
p
p
u
u
t
t
f
f
o
o
r
r
c
c
e
e

� =�
o
i
u
n
t
p
p
u
u
t
t
d
d
i
i
s
s
t
t
a
a
n
n
c
c
e
e

�

Mechanical Advantage Equation

mechanical advantage
a quantity that measures how
much a machine multiplies
force or distance

TOPIC: Mechanical advantage
GO TO: www.scilinks.org
KEYWORD: HK1092
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PracticePractice

Mechanical Advantage
1. Calculate the mechanical advantage of a ramp that is 6.0 m

long and 1.5 m high.
2. Determine the mechanical advantage of an automobile jack

that lifts a 9900 N car with an input force of 150 N.
3. A sailor uses a rope and pulley to raise a sail weighing 140 N.

The sailor pulls down with a force of 140 N on the rope. What
is the mechanical advantage of the pulley?

4. Alex pulls on the handle of a claw hammer with a force of 15 N.
If the hammer has a mechanical advantage of 5.2, how much
force is exerted on a nail in the claw?

5. While rowing in a race, John pulls the handle of an oar 0.80 m
on each stroke. If the oar has a mechanical advantage of 1.5,
how far does the blade of the oar move through the water on
each stroke?

> Work is done when a force
causes an object to move.
This meaning is different
from the everyday meaning
of work.

> Work is equal to force times
distance. The most com-
monly used SI unit for work
is joules.

> Power is the rate at which
work is done. The SI unit for
power is watts.

> Machines help people by
redistributing the work put
into them. They can change
either the size or the direc-
tion of the input force.

> The mechanical advantage
of a machine describes how
much the machine multi-
plies force or increases 
distance.

1. Explain how you can exert a large force on an object 
without doing any work.

2. Determine if work is being done on the objects in the 
following three situations:
a. lifting a spoonful of soup to your mouth
b. holding a stack of books motionless over your head
c. letting a pencil fall to the ground

3. Describe how a ramp can make lifting a box easier without
changing the amount of work being done.

4. Critical Thinking A short ramp and a long ramp both reach a
height of 1 m. Which ramp has a greater mechanical advantage?

5. How much work in joules is done by a person who uses a
force of 25 N to move a desk 3.0 m?

6. A bus driver applies a force of 55.0 N to the steering wheel,
which in turn applies 132 N of force on the steering column.
What is the mechanical advantage of the steering wheel?

7. A student who weighs 400 N climbs a 3 m ladder in 4 s.
a. How much work does the student do?
b. What is the student’s power output?

8. An outboard engine on a boat can do 1.0 × 106 J of work in
50.0 s. Calculate its power in watts. Convert your answer to
horsepower (1 hp = 746 W).

Math SkillsMath Skills

S U M M A R Y CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING

S E C T I O N  9 .1  R E V I E W

Practice
HINT

> The mechanical advantage
equation can be rearranged to
isolate any of the variables on
the left. 

> For practice problem 4, you
will need to rearrange the
equation to isolate output
force on the left. 

> For practice problem 5, you
will need to rearrange to 
isolate ouput distance. When
rearranging, use only the 
part of the full equation 
that you need.
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9.2

Simple Machines

> Name and describe the six types of simple machines.

> Discuss the mechanical advantage of different types of 
simple machines.

> Recognize simple machines within compound machines.

O B J E C T I V E S

simple machines
compound machines

K E Y T E R M S

Figure 9-4 The Six Simple Machines

simple machine one 
of the six basic types of 
machines of which all other
machines are composed

The most basic machines of all are called simple machines.
Other machines are either modifications of simple 
machines or combinations of several simple machines. 

Figure 9-4 shows examples of the six types of simple machines.
Simple machines are divided into two families, the lever family
and the inclined plane family.

The Lever Family
To understand how levers do work, imagine using a claw hammer
to pull out a nail. As you pull on the handle of the hammer, the
head turns around the point where it meets the wood. The force
you apply to the handle is transferred to the claw on the other end
of the hammer. The claw then does work on the nail.

W O R K  A N D  E N E R G Y 291

Simple lever
Pulley Wheel and axle

Simple inclined plane

The lever 
family

Wedge Screw

The inclined
plane family
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Output
force

Input
forceFulcrum

Output
force

Input
force

First-class lever

Fulcrum

The Three Classes of Levers

Output
force

Input
force

Fulcrum

Levers are divided into three classes
All levers have a rigid arm that turns around a point called the
fulcrum. Force is transferred from one part of the arm to another.
In that way, the original input force can be multiplied or redi-
rected into an output force. Levers are divided into three classes
depending on the location of the fulcrum and of the input and
output forces.

Figure 9-5A shows a claw hammer as an example of a first-
class lever. First-class levers are the most common type. A pair of
pliers is made of two first-class levers joined together.

Figure 9-5B shows a wheelbarrow as an example of a 
second-class lever. Other examples of second-class levers include
nutcrackers and hinged doors.

Figure 9-5C shows the human forearm as an example of a
third-class lever. The biceps muscle, which is attached to the
bone near the elbow, contracts a short distance to move the hand
a large distance.

Figure 9-5

All first-class levers have
a fulcrum in the middle
of an arm; the input
force acts on one end,
and the other end 
applies an output force. 

A

In a second-class
lever, the fulcrum is
at one end of the
arm and the input
force is applied to
the other end. The
wheel of a wheelbar-
row is a fulcrum.

B

Third-class levers multiply
distance rather than force.
As a result, they have a 
mechanical advantage of
less than 1. The human
body contains many 
third-class levers.

C

First-class lever

Second-class lever

Third-class lever

ACTIVITYACTIVITYQuickQuickQuick

A Simple Lever
1. Make a first-class lever 

by placing a rigid ruler
across a pencil or by cross-
ing two pencils at right
angles. Use this lever to lift
a small stack of books. 

2. Vary the location of the
fulcrum and see how that
affects the lifting strength.
Why are the books easier
to lift in some cases than
in others?

Forearm

Wheelbarrow

Hammer
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Pulleys are modified levers
You may have used pulleys to lift things, as when raising a flag to
the top of a flagpole or hoisting a sail on a boat. A pulley is an-
other type of simple machine in the lever family.

Figure 9-6A shows how a pulley is like a lever. The point in
the middle of a pulley is like the fulcrum of a lever. The rest of the
pulley behaves like the rigid arm of a first-class lever. Because the
distance from the fulcrum is the same on both sides of a pulley, a
single, fixed pulley has a mechanical advantage of 1. 

Using moving pulleys or more than one pulley at a time can
increase the mechanical advantage, as shown in Figure 9-6B and
Figure 9-6C. Multiple pulleys are sometimes put together in a
single unit called a block and tackle.
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Output
force =
150 N

Input
force =
150 N

MA = 1

Output
force =
150 N

Input
force =
50 N

MA = 3

Figure 9-6 The Mechanical Advantage of Pulleys

Lifting a 150 N weight with a single, fixed pulley,
the weight must be fully supported by the rope
on each side of the pulley. This type of pulley
has a mechanical advantage of 1.

A

Using a moving pulley, the 150 N force is shared
by two sections of rope pulling upward. The
input force on the right side of the pulley has 
to support only half of the weight. This pulley
system has a mechanical advantage of 2.

B

In this arrangement of multiple 
pulleys, all of the sections of rope 
pull up against the downward pull of
the weight. This gives an even higher
mechanical advantage.

C

Output
force =
150 N

Input
force =
75 N

MA = 2
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Fulcrum

Output
force

A wheel and axle is a lever or pulley connected to a shaft
The steering wheel of a car is another kind of simple machine: a
wheel and axle. A wheel and axle is made of a lever or a pulley
(the wheel) connected to a shaft (the axle), as shown in Figure 
9-7. When the wheel is turned, the axle also turns. When a small
input force is applied to the steering wheel, the force is multi-
plied to become a large output force applied to the steering col-
umn, which turns the front wheels of the car. Screwdrivers and
cranks are other common wheel-and-axle machines.

The Inclined Plane Family
Earlier we showed how pushing an object up a ramp requires
less force than lifting the same object straight up. A loading ramp
is another type of simple machine, an inclined plane. 

Inclined planes multiply and redirect force
When you push an object up a ramp, you apply a force to the ob-
ject in a direction parallel to the ramp. The ramp then redirects
this force to lift the object upward. For that reason, the output
force of the ramp is shown in Figure 9-8A as an arrow pointing
straight up.

An inclined plane turns a small input force into a large output
force by spreading the work out over a large distance. Pushing
something up a long ramp that climbs gradually is easier than
pushing something up a short, steep ramp.

294 C H A P T E R  9

Figure 9-7
How is a wheel and axle like 
a lever? How is it different from 
a pulley?

Figure 9-8 The Inclined Plane Family

An inclined plane
changes both the
magnitude and the
direction of force.

A

Output
force

Input
force

Input 
force

ACTIVITYACTIVITYQuickQuickQuick

A Simple Inclined Plane
1. Make an inclined plane

out of a board and a stack
of books.  

2. Tie a string to an object
that is heavy but has low
friction, such as a metal
toy car or a roll of wire.
Use the string to pull the
object up the plane.

3. Still using the string, try 
to lift the object straight
up through the same 
distance. 

4. Which action required
more force? In which case
did you do more work?
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A wedge is a modified inclined plane
When an ax blade or a splitting wedge hits a
piece of wood, it pushes through the wood and
breaks it apart, as shown in Figure 9-8B. An ax
blade is an example of a wedge, another kind of
simple machine in the inclined plane family. A
wedge functions like two inclined planes back
to back. Using a wedge is like pushing a ramp
instead of pushing an object up the ramp. A
wedge turns a single downward force into two
forces directed out to the sides. Some types of
wedges, such as nails, are used as fasteners.

A screw is an inclined plane wrapped 
around a cylinder
A type of simple machine that you probably use
often is a screw. The threads on a screw look like
a spiral inclined plane. In fact, a screw is an in-
clined plane wrapped around a cylinder, as
shown in Figure 9-8C. Like pushing an object
up a ramp, tightening a screw with gently slop-
ing threads requires a small force acting over a
large distance. Tightening a screw with steeper
threads requires more force. Jar lids are screws
that people use every day. Spiral staircases are
also common screws.
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A screw is an 
inclined plane
wrapped around
a cylinder.

C

Connection to
SOCIAL STUDIESSOCIAL STUDIES

The ancient Egyptians built dozens of large
stone pyramids as tombs for the bodies of
kings and

queens. The largest
of these is the pyra-
mid of Khufu at Giza,
also called the Great
Pyramid. It is made
of more than 2 mil-
lion blocks of stone.
These blocks have
an average weight of 2.5 tons, and the largest
blocks weigh 15 tons. How did the Egyptians get
these huge stones onto the pyramid?

Making the Connection
1. The Great Pyramid is about 140 m tall. How

much work would be required to raise an 
average-sized pyramid block to this height? 
(2.5 tons = 2.2 × 104 N)

2. If the Egyptians used ramps with a mechanical
advantage of 3, then an average block could be
moved with a force of 7.3 × 103 N. If one per-
son can pull with a force of 525 N, how many
people would it take to pull an average block
up such a ramp?

A wedge turns a downward
force into two forces directed
out to the sides.

B

Wedge
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Compound Machines
Many devices that you use every day are made of more than one
simple machine. A machine that combines two or more simple
machines is called a compound machine. A pair of scissors, for
example, uses two first class levers joined at a common fulcrum;
each lever arm has a wedge that cuts into the paper. Most car
jacks use a lever in combination with a large screw.

Of course, many machines are much more complex than these.
How many simple machines can you identify in the bicycle shown
in Figure 9-9? How many can you identify in a car?

Figure 9-9
A bicycle is made of 
many simple machines.

compound machine
a machine made of more 
than one simple machine

> The most basic machines 
are called simple machines.
There are six types of 
simple machines in two
families.

> Levers have a rigid arm and
a fulcrum. There are three
classes of levers.

> Pulleys and wheel-and-axle
machines are also in the
lever family.

> The inclined plane family
includes inclined planes,
wedges, and screws.

> Compound machines 
are made of two or more
simple machines.

1. List the six types of simple machines.
2. Identify the kind of simple machine represented by each 

of these examples:
a. a drill bit b. a skateboard ramp c. a boat oar

3. Describe how a lever can increase the force without changing
the amount of work being done.

4. Explain why pulleys are in the lever family.
5. Compare the mechanical advantage of a long, thin wedge 

with that of a short, wide wedge. Which is greater?
6. Critical Thinking Can an inclined plane have a mechanical

advantage of less than 1?
7. Critical Thinking Using the principle of a lever, explain why 

it is easier to open a door by pushing near the knob than by
pushing near the hinges. What class of lever is a door?

8. Creative Thinking Choose a compound machine that 
you use every day, and identify the simple machines 
that it contains.

S U M M A R Y CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING

S E C T I O N  9 . 2  R E V I E W
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The world around you is full of energy. When you see a flash
of lightning and hear a thunderclap, you are observing
light and sound energy. When you ride a bicycle, you have

energy just because you are moving. Even things that are sitting
still have energy waiting to be released. We use other forms of 
energy, like nuclear energy and electrical energy, to power things
in our world, from submarines to flashlights. Without energy, 
living organisms could not survive. Our bodies use a great deal of
energy every day just to stay alive.

Energy and Work
When you stretch a slingshot, as shown in Figure 9-10, you are
doing work, and you transfer energy to the elastic band. When
the elastic band snaps back, it may in turn transfer that energy
again by doing work on a stone in the slingshot. Whenever work
is done, energy is transformed or transferred to another system.
In fact, one way to define energy is as the ability to do work.

Energy is measured in joules
While work is done only when an object experiences a change in
its motion, energy can be present in an object or a system when
nothing is happening at all. But energy can be observed only
when it is transferred from one object or system to another, as
when a slingshot transfers the energy from its elastic band to a
stone in the sling.

The amount of energy transferred from the slingshot can be
measured by how much work is done on the stone. Because en-
ergy is a measure of the ability to do work, energy and work are
expressed in the same units—joules.

9.3

What Is Energy?

> Explain the relationship between energy and work.

> Define potential energy and kinetic energy.

> Calculate kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy.

> Distinguish between mechanical and 
nonmechanical energy.

> Identify nonmechanical forms of energy.

O B J E C T I V E S

potential energy 
kinetic energy
mechanical energy

K E Y T E R M S

Figure 9-10
A stretched slingshot has
the ability to do work.
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Potential Energy

Stretching a rubber band requires work. If you then release the
stretched rubber band, it will fly away from your hand. The en-
ergy used to stretch the rubber band is stored so that it can do
work at a later time. But where is the energy between the time
you do work on the rubber band and the time you release it?

Potential energy is stored energy
A stretched slingshot or a rubber band stores energy in a form
called potential energy. Potential energy is sometimes called en-
ergy of position because it results from the relative positions of
objects in a system. The rubber band has potential energy be-
cause the two ends of the band are far away from each other. 
The energy stored in any type of stretched or compressed elastic
material, such as a clock spring or a bungee cord, is called elastic
potential energy.

The apple in Figure 9-11 will fall if the stem breaks off the
branch. The energy that could potentially do work on the apple
results from its position above the ground. This type of stored 
energy is called gravitational potential energy. Any system of two
or more objects separated by a distance contains gravitational 
potential energy resulting from the gravitational attraction 
between the objects.

Gravitational potential energy depends on 
both mass and height
An apple at the top of the tree has more gravitational potential
energy with respect to the Earth than a similar apple on a lower
branch. But if two apples of different mass are at the same
height, the heavier apple has more gravitational potential 
energy than the lighter one.

Because it results from the force of gravity, gravitational 
potential energy depends both on the mass of the objects in a 
system and on the distance between them.

In this equation, notice that mg is the weight of the object in
newtons, which is the same as the force on the object due to 
gravity. So this equation is really just a calculation of force times
distance, like the work equation. 
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grav. PE = mass × free-fall acceleration × height
PE = mgh

Gravitational Potential Energy Equation

potential energy the
stored energy resulting from
the relative positions of 
objects in a system

Figure 9-11
This apple has gravitational 
potential energy. The energy 
results from the gravitational 
attraction between the apple 
and Earth.

TOPIC: Potential energy
GO TO: www.scilinks.org
KEYWORD: HK1094
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The height used in the equation for gravitational potential 
energy is usually measured from the ground. However, in some
cases, a relative height might be more important. For example, if
an apple were in a position to fall into a bird’s nest on a lower
branch, the apple’s height above the nest could be used to calcu-
late the apple’s potential energy relative to the nest.

Math SkillsMath Skills
Gravitational Potential Energy A 65 kg rock climber ascends a
cliff. What is the climber’s gravitational potential energy at a
point 35 m above the base of the cliff?

List the given and unknown values.
Given: mass, m = 65 kg

height, h = 35 m
free-fall acceleration, g = 9.8 m/s2

Unknown: gravitational potential energy, PE = ? J

Write the equation for gravitational potential energy.

PE = mgh

Insert the known values into the equation, and solve.
PE = (65 kg)(9.8 m/s2)(35 m)

PE = 2.2 × 104 kg•m2/s2 = 2.2 × 104 J

3

2

1

PracticePractice
Gravitational Potential Energy
1. Calculate the gravitational potential energy in the following 

systems:
a. a car with a mass of 1200 kg at the top of a 42 m high hill
b. a 65 kg climber on top of Mount Everest (8800 m high)
c. a 0.52 kg bird flying at an altitude of 550 m

2. Lake Mead, the reservoir above Hoover Dam, has a surface area
of approximately 640 km2. The top 1 m of water in the lake
weighs about 6.3 × 1012 N. The dam holds that top layer of water
220 m above the river below. Calculate the gravitational potential
energy of the top 1 m of water in Lake Mead.

3. A science student holds a 55 g egg out a window. Just before the
student releases the egg, the egg has 8.0 J of gravitational poten-
tial energy with respect to the ground. How far is the student’s
arm from the ground in meters? (Hint: Convert the mass to 
kilograms before solving.)

4. A diver has 3400 J of gravitational potential energy after stepping
up onto a diving platform that is 6.0 m above the water. What is
the diver’s mass in kilograms?

Practice
HINT

> The gravitational potential
energy equation can be 
rearranged to isolate height
on the left.

mgh = PE
Divide both sides by mg, 
and cancel.

�
m
m

g
g
h

� = �
m
PE

g
�

h = �
m
PE

g
�

You will need this version 
of the equation for practice 
problem 3.

> For practice problem 4, you
will need to rearrange the
equation to isolate mass on
the left. When solving these
problems, use g = 9.8 m/s2.
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Kinetic Energy

Once an apple starts to fall from the branch of a tree, as in 
Figure 9-12A, it has the ability to do work. Because the apple is
moving, it can do work when it hits the ground or lands on the
head of someone under the tree. The energy that an object has
because it is in motion is called kinetic energy.

Kinetic energy depends on mass and speed
A falling apple can do more work than a cherry falling at the
same speed. That is because the kinetic energy of an object 
depends on the object’s mass.

As an apple falls, it accelerates. The kinetic energy of the
apple—its ability to do work—increases as it speeds up. In fact,
the kinetic energy of a moving object depends on the square of
the object’s speed.

Figure 9-12B shows a graph of kinetic energy versus speed
for a falling apple that weighs 1.0 N. Notice that kinetic energy is
expressed in joules. Because kinetic energy is calculated using
both mass and speed squared, the base units are kg•m2/s2, which
are equivalent to joules.

Kinetic comes from the Greek
word kinetikos, which means
“motion.”

V

kinetic energy = 1
2

 × mass × speed squared

KE = 1
2

 mv2

Kinetic Energy Equation

kinetic energy the energy
of a moving object due to its
motion

Speed (m/s)

K
in

et
ic

 e
ne

rg
y 

(J
)

5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.50

0

v = 8.0 m/s
KE = 3.2 J

v = 2.0 m/s
KE = 0.20 J

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.00

A B

Figure 9-12
(A) A falling apple can
do work on the ground
underneath—or on
someone’s head. 
(B) A small increase in
the speed of an apple
results in a large in-
crease in kinetic energy.
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Kinetic energy depends on speed more than mass
The line on the graph of kinetic energy versus speed curves
sharply upward as speed increases. At one point, the speed is 2.0
m/s and the kinetic energy is 0.20 J. At another point, the speed
has increased four times to 8.0 m/s. But the kinetic energy has in-
creased 16 times, to 3.2 J. In the kinetic energy equation, speed is
squared, so a small increase in speed produces a large increase in
kinetic energy.

You may have heard that car crashes are much more danger-
ous at speeds above the speed limit. The kinetic energy equation
provides a scientific reason for that fact. Because a car has much
more kinetic energy at higher speeds, it can do much more
work—which means much more damage—in a collision.
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Math SkillsMath Skills
Kinetic Energy What is the kinetic energy of a 44 kg cheetah
running at 31 m/s?

List the given and unknown values.
Given: mass, m = 45 kg

speed, v = 31 m/s
Unknown: kinetic energy, KE = ? J

Write the equation for kinetic energy.

kinetic energy = 1
2

 × mass × speed squared

KE = 1
2

 mv2

Insert the known values into the equation, and solve.

KE = 1
2

(44 kg)(31 m/s)2

KE = 2.1 × 104 kg•m2/s2 = 2.1 × 104 J

3

2

1

PracticePractice
Kinetic Energy
1. Calculate the kinetic energy in joules of a 1500 kg car moving at

the following speeds:
a. 29 m/s
b. 18 m/s
c. 42 km/h (Hint: Convert the speed to meters per second be-

fore substituting into the equation.)
2. A 35 kg child has 190 J of kinetic energy after sledding down 

a hill. What is the child’s speed in meters per second at the 
bottom of the hill?

3. A bowling ball traveling 2.0 m/s has 16 J of kinetic energy. What
is the mass of the bowling ball in kilograms?

Practice
HINT

> The kinetic energy equation
can be rearranged to isolate
speed on the left.

1
2

 mv2 = KE

Multiply both sides by �
m
2

�.

��
m
2

�� × 1
2

 mv2 = ��
m
2

�� × KE

v2 = �
2
m
KE
�

Take the square root of each 
side.

�v�2� = ��
2�m
K�E
��

v = ��
2�m
K�E
��

You will need this version 
of the equation for Practice 
Problem 2. 

> For Practice Problem 3, you 
will need to use the equation
rearranged with mass isolated
on the left:

m = �
2
v
K
2
E

�

TOPIC: Kinetic energy
GO TO: www.scilinks.org
KEYWORD: HK1095
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Other Forms of Energy

Apples have potential energy when they are hanging on a branch
above the ground, and they have kinetic and potential energy
when they are falling. The sum of the potential energy and the 
kinetic energy in a system is called mechanical energy.

Apples can also give you energy when you eat them. What
kind of energy is that? In almost every system, there are hidden
forms of energy that are related to the motion and arrangement
of atoms that make up the objects in the system. 

Energy that lies at the level of atoms and that does not affect
motion on a large scale is sometimes called nonmechanical en-
ergy. However, a close look at the different forms of energy in a
system usually reveals that they are in most cases just special
forms of kinetic or potential energy.

Atoms and molecules have kinetic energy
You learned in Chapter 2 that atoms and molecules are 
constantly in motion. Therefore, these tiny particles have kinetic
energy. Like a bowling ball hitting pins, kinetic energy is trans-
ferred between particles through collisions. The average kinetic
energy of particles in an object increases as the object gets hotter
and decreases as it cools down. In Chapter 10, you will learn
more about how the kinetic energy of particles relates to heat
and temperature.

Figure 9-13 shows the motion of atoms in two parts of a
horseshoe at different temperatures. In both parts, the iron
atoms inside the horsehoe are vibrating. The atoms in the hotter
part of the horseshoe are vibrating more rapidly than the atoms
in the cooler part, so they have greater kinetic energy.

If a scientist wanted to analyze the
motion of a horseshoe in a game of
“horseshoes,” the motion of particles in-
side the shoes would not be important.
For the sake of that study, the energy
due to the motion of the atoms would
be considered nonmechanical energy.

However, if the same scientist
wanted to study the change in the prop-
erties of iron when heated in a black-
smith’s shop, the motion of the atoms
would become significant to the study,
and the kinetic energy of the particles
within the horseshoe would then be
viewed as mechanical energy.
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mechanical energy
the sum of the kinetic and 
potential energy of large-scale
objects in a system

Figure 9-13
The atoms in a hot object, such as
this horseshoe, have kinetic energy.
The kinetic energy is related to the
object’s temperature.
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Chemical reactions involve potential energy
In a chemical reaction, bonds between atoms break apart. When
the atoms bond together again in a new pattern, a different sub-
stance is formed. Both the formation of bonds and the breaking
of bonds involve changes in energy. The amount of chemical 
energy associated with a substance depends in part on the rela-
tive positions of the atoms it contains.

Because chemical energy depends on position, it is a kind of
potential energy. Reactions that release energy involve a decrease
in the potential energy within substances. For example, when a
match burns, as shown in Figure 9-14, the release of stored en-
ergy from the match head produces light and an explosion of hot
gas. For more on chemical energy, review Chapter 5.

Living things get energy from the sun
Where do you get the energy you need to live? It comes in the
form of chemical energy stored in the food you eat. But where
did that energy come from? When you eat a meal, you are eating
either plants or animals, or both. Animals also eat plants or other
animals, or both. At the bottom of the food chain are plants and
algae that derive their energy directly from sunlight.

Plants use photosynthesis to turn the energy in sunlight into
chemical energy. This energy is stored in sugars and other or-
ganic molecules that make up cells in living tissue. When your
body digests food, these molecules from plants or animals are
transferred to your own cells. When your body needs energy,
some of the organic molecules are broken down through respira-
tion. Respiration releases the energy your body needs to live.
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3. An average person needs to
take in about 10 million joules
of energy every day. How many
energy bars would you have to
eat to get this much energy?

REAL 
WORLD
APPLICATIONS

REAL 
WORLD

The Energy in Food
We get energy from the food we
eat. This energy is often measured
by another unit, the Calorie. One
Calorie is equivalent to 4186 J.

Applying Information
1. Look at the nutrition label on

this “energy bar.” How many
Calories of energy does the bar
contain?

2. Calculate how many joules of
energy the bar contains by 
multiplying the number of 
Calories by the conversion 
factor of 4186 J/Cal.

Figure 9-14
When a match burns, the chemical
energy stored inside the head of
the match is released, producing
light and an explosion of hot gas.
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The sun gets energy from nuclear reactions
The sun, shown in Figure 9-15, not only gives 
energy to living things but also keeps our whole
planet warm and bright. And the energy that
reaches Earth from the sun is only a small portion
of the sun’s total energy output. How does the sun
produce so much energy?

The sun’s energy comes from nuclear fusion, a
type of reaction in which light atomic nuclei com-
bine to form a heavier nucleus. Nuclear power
plants use a different process, called nuclear fission,
to release nuclear energy. In fission, a single heavy
nucleus is split into two or more lighter 
nuclei. In both fusion and fission, small quantities of
mass are converted into large quantities of energy.

In Section 7.2, you learned that mass is 
converted to energy during nuclear reactions. This
nuclear energy is a kind of potential energy stored
by the forces holding subatomic particles together
in the nuclei of atoms.

Electricity is a form of energy
The lights and appliances in your home are powered by another
form of energy, electricity. Electricity results from the flow of 
charged particles through wires or other conducting materials.
Moving electrons can increase the temperature of a wire and
cause it to glow, as in a light bulb. Moving electrons also create
magnetic fields, which can do work to power a motor or other de-
vices. The lightning shown in Figure 9-16 is caused by electrons
traveling through the air between the ground and a thundercloud.
You will learn more about electricity in Chapter 13.
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Figure 9-15
The nuclei of atoms contain 
enormous amounts of energy. 
The sun is fueled by nuclear 
fusion reactions in its core.

Figure 9-16
Electrical energy is derived from
the flow of charged particles, as in
a bolt of lightning or in a wire. We
can harness electricity to power 
appliances in our homes.
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Light can carry energy across empty space
An asphalt surface on a bright summer day is hotter where light
is shining directly on it than it is in the shade. Light energy 
travels from the sun to Earth across empty space in the form of
electromagnetic waves.

A beam of white light can be separated into a color spectrum,
as shown in Figure 9-17. Light toward the blue end of the spec-
trum carries more energy than light toward the red end. You will
learn more about electromagnetic waves and the electromagnetic
spectrum in Chapter 11 and Chapter 12.

Figure 9-17
Light is composed of electromag-
netic waves, which can carry 
energy across empty space. 

> Energy is the ability to 
do work.

> Like work, energy is 
measured in joules.

> Potential energy is stored
energy.

> Elastic potential energy is
stored in any stretched or
compressed elastic 
material.

> The gravitational potential
energy of an object is 
determined by its mass, its
height, and g, the free-fall
acceleration due to gravity.
PE � mgh.

> An object’s kinetic energy,
or energy of motion, is 
determined by its mass 
and speed. 

> Potential energy and kinetic
energy are forms of me-
chanical energy.

> In addition to mechanical
energy, most systems con-
tain nonmechanical energy.

> Nonmechanical energy 
does not usually affect 
systems on a large scale.

1. List three different forms of energy.
2. Explain how energy is different from work.
3. Explain the difference between potential energy and 

kinetic energy.
4. Determine what form or forms of energy apply to each of 

the following situations, and specify whether each form is
mechanical or nonmechanical:
a. a Frisbee flying though the air
b. a hot cup of soup
c. a wound clock spring
d. sunlight
e. a boulder sitting at the top of a cliff

5. Critical Thinking Water storage tanks are usually built on
towers or placed on hilltops. Why?

6. Creative Thinking Name one situation in which gravitational
potential energy might be useful, and name one situation
where it might be dangerous.

7. Calculate the gravitational potential energy of a 93.0 kg 
sky diver who is 550 m above the ground.

8. What is the kinetic energy in joules of a 0.02 kg bullet 
traveling 300 m/s?

9. Calculate the kinetic or potential energy in joules for 
each of the following situations:
a. a 2.5 kg book held 2.0 m above the ground
b. a 15 g snowball moving through the air at 3.5 m/s
c. a 35 kg child sitting at the top of a slide that is 3.5 m 

above the ground
d. an 8500 kg airplane flying at 220 km/h

Math SkillsMath Skills

S U M M A R Y CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING

S E C T I O N  9 . 3  R E V I E W

KE � mv2.
1
�
2
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Imagine you are sitting in the front car of a roller coaster, such
as the one shown in Figure 9-18. The car is pulled slowly up
the first hill by a conveyor belt. When you reach the crest of

the hill, you are barely moving. Then you go over the edge and
start to race downward, speeding faster and faster until you
reach the bottom of the hill. The wheels are roaring along the
track. You continue to travel up and down through a series of
smaller humps, twists, and turns. Finally, you climb another hill
almost as big as the first, drop down again, and then coast to the
end of the ride.

Energy Transformations
In the course of a roller coaster ride, energy
changes form many times. You may not
have noticed the conveyor belt at the begin-
ning, but in terms of energy it is the most
important part of the ride. All of the energy
required for the entire ride comes from
work done by the conveyor belt as it lifts the
cars and the passengers.

The energy from that initial work is
stored as gravitational potential energy at
the top of the first hill. After that, the energy
goes through a series of transformations, or
changes, turning into kinetic energy and
turning back into potential energy. A small
quantity of this energy is transferred as heat
to the wheels and as vibrations that produce
a roaring sound in the air. But whatever
form the energy takes during the ride, it is all
there from the very beginning.

9.4

Conservation of Energy

> Identify and describe transformations of energy.

> Explain the law of conservation of energy.

> Discuss where energy goes when it seems to disappear.

> Analyze the efficiency of machines.

O B J E C T I V E S

efficiency

K E Y T E R M S

Figure 9-18
The tallest roller coaster in the
world is the Fujiyama, in Fujikyu
Highland Park, Japan. It spans 
70 m from its highest to 
lowest points.
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Potential energy can become kinetic energy
Almost all of the energy of a car on a roller coaster is potential
energy at the top of a tall hill. The potential energy gradually
changes to kinetic energy as the car accelerates downward. At
the bottom of the lowest hill, the car has a maximum of kinetic
energy and a minimum of potential energy.

Figure 9-19A shows the potential energy and kinetic energy
of a car at the top and the bottom of the biggest hill on the Fu-
jiyama roller coaster. Notice that the system has the same
amount of energy, 354 kJ, whether the car is at the top or the bot-
tom of the hill. That is because all of the gravitational potential
energy at the top changes to kinetic energy as the car goes down
the hill. When the car reaches the lowest point, the system has no
potential energy because the car cannot go any lower.  

Kinetic energy can become potential energy
When the car is at the lowest point on the roller coaster, it has no
more potential energy, but it has a lot of kinetic energy. This ki-
netic energy can do the work to carry the car up another hill. As
the car climbs the hill, the car slows down, decreasing its kinetic
energy. Where does that energy go? Most of it turns back into po-
tential energy as the height of the car increases. 

At the top of a smaller hill, the car will still have some kinetic
energy, along with some potential energy, as shown in Figure 
9-19B. The kinetic energy will carry the car forward over the
crest of the hill. Of course, the car could not climb a hill taller
than the first one without an extra boost. The car does not have
enough energy. 
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PE = 0 kJ
KE = 354 kJ 
v = 37.1 m/s

m = 515 kg

PE = 354 kJ
KE = 0 kJ 
v = 0 m/s

h = 70.0 m
KE = 354 kJ 
PE = 0. kJ
v = 37.1 m/s

KE = 177 kJ 
PE = 177 kJ
v = 26.2 m/s

h = 35.0 m

m = 515 kg

Figure 9-19

As a car goes down a hill on a
roller coaster, potential energy
changes to kinetic energy.

A At the top of this small hill, half the
kinetic energy has become potential
energy. The rest of the kinetic energy
carries the car over the crest of the
hill at high speed.

B
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Energy transformations explain the flight of a ball
The relationship between potential energy and kinetic energy can
explain motion in many different situations. Let’s look at some
other examples.

A tennis player tosses a 0.05 kg tennis ball into the air to set
up for a serve, as shown in Figure 9-20. He gives the ball 0.5 J of
kinetic energy, and it travels straight up. As the ball rises higher,
the kinetic energy is converted to potential energy. The ball will
keep rising until all the kinetic energy is gone. At its highest
point, the ball has 0.5 J of potential energy. As the ball falls down
again, the potential energy changes back to kinetic energy.

Imagine that a tennis trainer wants to know how high the ball
will go when it is given 0.5 J of initial kinetic energy by a tennis
player. The trainer could make a series of calculations using
force and acceleration, but in this case using the concept of en-
ergy transformations is easier. The trainer knows that the ball’s
initial kinetic energy is 0.5 J and that its mass is 0.05 kg. To find
out how high the ball will go, the trainer has to find the point
where the potential energy equals its initial kinetic energy, 0.5 J.
Using the equation for gravitational potential energy, the height
turns out to be 1 m above the point that the tennis player releases
the ball.

Figure 9-20
The kinetic energy of the ball at
the bottom of its path equals 
the potential energy at the top 
of the path.

KE = 0.5 J

h

TOPIC: Energy transformations
GO TO: www.scilinks.org
KEYWORD: HK1096

PE � mgh

h �

h �

h � 1 m

0.5 J
���
(0.05 kg)(9.8 m/s2)

PE
�
mg
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Energy transformations explain a bouncing ball
Before a serve, a tennis player usually bounces the ball a few
times while building concentration. The motion of a bouncing
ball can also be explained using energy principles. As the tennis
player throws the ball down, she adds kinetic energy to the po-
tential energy the ball has at the height of her hand. The kinetic
energy of the ball then increases steadily as the ball falls because
the potential energy is changing to kinetic energy. 

When the ball hits the ground, there is a sudden energy trans-
formation as the kinetic energy of the ball changes to elastic 
potential energy stored in the compressed tennis ball. The elastic
potential energy then quickly changes back to kinetic energy as
the ball bounces upward.

If all of the kinetic energy in the ball changed to elastic poten-
tial energy, and that elastic potential energy all changed back to
kinetic energy during the bounce, the ball would bounce up to
the tennis player’s hand. Its speed on return would be exactly the
same as the speed at which it was thrown down. If the ball were
dropped instead of thrown down, it would bounce up to the same
height from which it was dropped.

Mechanical energy can change to other forms of energy
If changes from kinetic energy to potential energy and back
again were always complete, then balls would always bounce
back to the same height they were dropped from and cars on
roller coasters would keep gliding forever. But that is not the way
things really happen.

When a ball bounces on the ground, not all of the kinetic 
energy changes to elastic potential energy. Some of the kinetic 
energy compresses the air around the ball, making a sound, and
some of the kinetic energy makes the ball, the air, and the ground
hotter. Because these other forms of energy are not directly due to
the motion or position of the ball, they can be considered nonme-
chanical energy. With each bounce, the ball loses some mechanical
energy, as shown in Figure 9-21.

Likewise, a car on a roller coaster cannot keep
moving up and down the track forever. The total 
mechanical energy of a car on a roller coaster con-
stantly decreases due to friction and air resistance.
This energy does not just disappear though. Some of
it increases the temperature of the track, the car’s
wheels, and the air. Some of the energy compresses
the air, making a roaring sound. Often, when energy
seems to disappear, it has really just changed to a
nonmechanical form.

Figure 9-21
With each bounce of a tennis ball,
some of the mechanical energy
changes to nonmechanical energy.

ACTIVITYACTIVITYQuickQuickQuick

Energy Transfer
1. Flex a piece of thick wire

or part of a coat hanger
back and forth about 10
times with your hands. Are
you doing work? 

2. After flexing the wire, 
cautiously touch the part
of the wire where you
bent it. Does the wire feel
hot? What happened to
the energy you put into it?
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The Law of Conservation of Energy

In our study of machines in Section 9.1, we saw that the work
done on a machine is equal to the work that it can do. Similarly,
in our study of the roller coaster, we found that the energy pre-
sent at the beginning of the ride is present throughout the ride
and at the end of the ride, although the energy continually
changes form. The energy in each system does not appear out of
nowhere and never just disappears.

This simple observation is based on one of the most impor-
tant principles in all of science—the law of conservation of 
energy. Here is the law in its simplest form.

Energy cannot be created or destroyed.

In a mechanical system such as a roller coaster or a swinging
pendulum, the energy in the system at any time can be calculated
by adding the kinetic and potential energy to get the total me-
chanical energy. The law of conservation of energy requires that
at any given time, the total energy should be the same.

Energy doesn’t appear out of nowhere
Energy cannot be created from nothing. Imagine a girl jumping
on a trampoline. After the first bounce, she rises to a height of 
0.5 m. After the second bounce, she rises to a height of 1 m. 
Because she has greater gravitational potential energy after the
second bounce, we must conclude that she added energy to her
bounce by pushing with her legs. Whenever the total energy in a
system increases, it must be due to energy that enters the system
from an external source.

Energy doesn’t disappear
Because mechanical energy can change to nonmechanical 
energy due to friction, air resistance, and other factors, tracing
the flow of energy in a system can be difficult. Some of the 
energy may leak out of the system into the surrounding 
environment, as when the roller coaster produces sound as it
compresses the air. But none of the energy disappears; it just
changes form.

Systems may be open or closed
Energy has many different forms and can be found almost every-
where. Accounting for all of the energy in a given situation can
be complicated. To make studying a situation easier, scientists
often limit their view to a small area or a small number of 
objects. These boundaries define a system.

COMPUTERS AND
TECHNOLOGY
In order for a flash-

light to work, there must be a
supply of energy.

A flashlight battery contains
different chemicals that can
react with each other to release 
energy. When the flashlight is
turned on, chemical potential
energy changes to electrical 
energy, and electrons begin to
flow through a wire attached to
the battery. Inside the bulb, the
wire filament begins to glow,
and the energy is transformed
into light energy. 

After the flashlight has been
used for a certain amount of
time, the battery will run out 
of energy. It will have to be 
replaced or recharged. You 
will learn more about batteries
in Chapter 13.
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Inquiry Inquiry 

LabLaba b Is energy conserved in a pendulum?

✔ 1–1.5 m length of string ✔ nail or hook in the wall ✔level
✔ pencil with an eraser above a chalkboard
✔ meterstick ✔ pendulum bob

Materials

1. Hang the pendulum bob from the string in front
of a chalkboard. On the board, draw the diagram
as shown in the photograph at right. Use the me-
terstick and the level to make sure the horizontal
line is parallel to the ground.

2. Pull the pendulum ball back to the “X.” Make 
sure everyone is out of the way; then release the
pendulum and observe its motion. How high
does the pendulum swing on the other side?

3. Let the pendulum swing back and forth several
times. How many swings does the pendulum
make before the ball noticeably fails to reach its
original height?

4. Stop the pendulum and hold it again at the “X”
marked on the board. Have another student
place the eraser end of a pencil on the intersec-
tion of the horizontal and vertical lines. Make sure
everyone is out of the way again, especially the
student holding the pencil.

5. Release the pendulum again. This time its motion
will be altered halfway through the swing as the
string hits the pencil. How high does the pendu-
lum swing now? Why?

Procedure
6. Try placing the pencil at different heights along

the vertical line. How does this affect the motion
of the pendulum? If you put the pencil down
close enough to the arc of the pendulum, the
pendulum will do a loop around it. Why does 
that happen?

1. Use the law of conservation of energy to explain
your observations in steps 2–6. 

2. If you let the pendulum swing long enough, it 
will start to slow down, and it won’t rise to the
line any more. That suggests that the system has
lost energy. Has it? Where did the energy go?

Analysis

A system might include a gas burner and a pot
of water. A scientist could study the flow of energy
from the burner into the pot and ignore the small
amount of energy going into the pot from the
lights in the room, from a hand touching the pot,
and so on.

When the flow of energy into and out of a 
system is small enough that it can be ignored, the
system is called a closed system. Most systems are
open systems, which exchange energy with the out-
side. Earth is an open system, as shown in Figure
9-22. Is your body an open or closed system?

Figure 9-22
Earth is an open system because it receives
energy from the sun and radiates some of
its own energy out into space.

Energy
from 
the sun
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Efficiency of Machines

If you use a pulley to raise a sail on a sailboat like the
one in Figure 9-23, you have to do work against the
forces of friction in the pulley. You also have to lift the
added weight of the rope and the hook attached to the
sail. As a result, only some of the energy that you trans-
fer to the pulley is available to raise the sail.

Not all of the work done by a machine 
is useful work
Because of friction and other factors, only some of the
work done by a machine is applied to the task at hand;
the machine also does some incidental work that does
not serve any intended purpose. In other words, there
is a difference between the total work done by a ma-
chine and the useful work done by the machine, that is,
work that the machine is designed or intended to do.

Although all of the work done on a machine has
some effect on the output work that the machine does,

the output work might not be in the form that you expect. In lift-
ing a sail, for example, some of the work available to lift the sail,
which would be useful work, is transferred away as heat that
warms the pulley, which is not a desired effect. The amount of
useful work might decrease slightly more if the pulley squeaks,
because some energy is “lost” as it dissipates into forces that 
vibrate the pulley and the air to produce the squeaking sound.

Efficiency is the ratio of useful work out to work in
The efficiency of a machine is a measure of how much useful
work it can do. Efficiency is defined as the ratio of useful work
output to total work input.

Efficiency is usually expressed as a percentage. To change an 
answer found using the efficiency equation into a percentage,
just multiply by 100 and add the percent sign, “%.”

A machine with 100 percent efficiency would produce exactly
as much useful work as the work done on the machine. Because
every machine has some friction, no machine has 100 percent
efficiency. The useful work output of a machine never equals—
and certainly cannot exceed—the work input.

Efficiency Equation

efficiency a quantity, usually
expressed as a percentage,
that measures the ratio of use-
ful work output to work input

Figure 9-23
Like all machines, the pulleys 
on a sailboat are less than 100
percent efficient.

efficiency �
useful work output
���

work input
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PracticePractice
Efficiency
1. Alice and Jim calculate that they must do 1800 J of work to

push a piano up a ramp. However, because they must also over-
come friction, they actually must do 2400 J of work. What is
the efficiency of the ramp?

2. It takes 1200 J of work to lift the car high enough to change a
tire. How much work must be done by the person operating 
the jack if the jack is 25 percent efficient?

3. A windmill has an efficiency of 37.5 percent. If a gust of 
wind does 125 J of work on the blades of the windmill, how
much output work can the windmill do as a result of 
the gust?

Perpetual motion machines are impossible
Figure 9-24 shows a machine designed to keep on going for-
ever without any input of energy. These theoretical machines
are called perpetual motion machines. Many clever inventors
have devoted a lot of time and effort to designing such ma-
chines. If such a perpetual motion machine could exist, it
would require a complete absence of friction.

Efficiency A sailor uses a rope and an old, squeaky pulley to
raise a sail that weighs 140 N. He finds that he must do 180 J
of work on the rope in order to raise the sail by 1 m (doing 
140 J of work on the sail). What is the efficiency of the pulley? 
Express your answer as a percentage.

List the given and unknown values.
Given: work input = 180 J

useful work output = 140 J
Unknown: efficiency = ? %

Write the equation for efficiency.

efficiency �

Insert the known values into the equation, and solve.

To express this as a percentage, multiply by 100 
and add the percent sign, “%.”
efficiency = 0.78 × 100 = 78%

3

2

1

Practice
HINT

> The efficiency equation can be
rearranged to isolate any of
the variables on the left

> For practice problem 2, you
will need to rearrange the
equation to isolate work 
input on the left side.

> For practice problem 3, you
will need to rearrange to 
isolate useful work output.

> When using these rearranged
forms to solve the problems,
you will have to plug in values
for efficiency. When doing so,
do not use a percentage, but
rather convert the percentage
to a decimal by dropping the
percent sign and dividing 
by 100.

Figure 9-24
Theoretically, a perpetual motion
machine could keep going 
forever without any energy loss 
or energy input.

efficiency = � 0.78
140 J
�
180 J

useful work output
���

work input
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Because energy always leaks out of a system, no machine has
100 percent efficiency. In other words, every machine needs at
least a small amount of energy input to keep going. Unfortu-
nately, that means that perpetual motion machines are impossi-
ble. But new technologies, from magnetic trains to high speed
microprocessors, reduce the amount of energy leaking from sys-
tems so that energy can be used as efficiently as possible.

> Energy readily changes
from one form to another.

> In a mechanical system, po-
tential energy can become
kinetic energy, and kinetic
energy can become poten-
tial energy.

> Mechanical energy can
change to nonmechanical
energy as a result of fric-
tion, air resistance, or other
means.

> Energy cannot be created
or destroyed, although it
may change form. This is
called the law of conserva-
tion of energy.

> A machine cannot do more
work than the work re-
quired to operate the ma-
chine. Because of friction,
the work output of a ma-
chine is always somewhat
less than the work input.

> The efficiency of a machine
is the ratio of the useful
work performed by the ma-
chine to the work required
to operate the machine.

1. State the law of conservation of energy in your own words.
2. List three situations in which potential energy becomes 

kinetic energy and three situations in which kinetic energy
becomes potential energy.

3. Describe the rise and fall of a basketball using the concepts 
of kinetic energy and potential energy.

4. Explain why machines are not 100 percent efficient.
5. Applying Knowledge Use the concepts of kinetic energy and

potential energy to describe the motion of a child on a swing.
Why does the child need a push from time to time?

6. Creative Thinking Using what you have learned about energy
transformations, explain why the driver of a car has to con-
tinuously apply pressure to the gas pedal in order to keep the
car cruising at a steady speed, even on a flat road. Does this
situation violate the law of conservation of energy? Why or
why not?

7. Efficiency When you do 100 J of work on the handle of a 
bicycle pump, it does 40 J of work pushing the air into the
tire. What is the efficiency of the pump?

8. Efficiency and Power A river does 6500 J of work on a water
wheel every second. The wheel’s efficiency is 12 percent.
a. How much work in joules can the axle of the wheel 

do in a second?
b. What is the power output of the wheel?

9. Efficiency and Work John is using a pulley to lift the sail on
his sailboat. The sail weighs 150 N and he must lift it 4.0 m.
a. How much work must be done on the sail?
b. If the pulley is 50 percent efficient, how much work must

John do on the rope in order to lift the sail?

Math SkillsMath Skills

S U M M A R Y CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING

S E C T I O N  9 . 4  R E V I E W
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Chapter Highlights
Before you begin, review the summaries of the
key ideas of each section, found on pages 290,
296, 305, and 314. The key vocabulary terms are
listed on pages 284, 291, 297, and 306.

1. ________ is defined as force acting over a
distance.
a. Power c. Work
b. Energy d. Potential energy

2. The quantity that measures how much a
machine multiplies force is called ________.
a. mechanical c. efficiency

advantage d. power
b. leverage

3. Scissors are an example of ________.
a. a lever c. a wheel and axle
b. a wedge d. a compound 

machine
4. The unit that measures 1 J of work done

each second is the ________.
a. power c. watt
b. newton d. mechanical 

advantage
5. Joules could be used to measure __________.

a. the work done in lifting a bowling ball
b. the potential energy of a bowling ball

held in the air
c. the kinetic energy of a rolling 

bowling ball
d. All of the above

6. Which of the following situations does not
involve potential energy being changed 
into kinetic energy?
a. an apple falling from a tree
b. shooting a dart from a spring-loaded gun
c. pulling back on the string of a bow
d. a creek flowing downstream

UNDERSTANDING CONCEPTSUNDERSTANDING CONCEPTS

7. _________ is determined by both mass 
and velocity.
a. Work c. Potential energy
b. Power d. Kinetic energy

8. Energy that does not involve the large-scale
motion or position of objects in a system 
is called __________.
a. potential energy
b. mechanical energy
c. nonmechanical energy
d. conserved energy

9. The law of conservation of energy 
states that ___________.
a. the energy of a system is always 

decreasing
b. no machine is 100 percent efficient
c. energy is neither lost nor created
d. Earth has limited energy resources

Using Vocabulary
10. Write one sentence using work in the 

scientific sense, and write another 
sentence using it in a differ-
ent, nonscientific sense. 
Explain the difference in 
the meaning of work in the
two sentences.

11. The first page of this chapter shows an 
example of kinetic sculpture. You have now
also learned the definition of kinetic energy.
Given your knowledge of these two terms,
what do you think the word kinetic
means?

12. A can opener 
is a compound
machine.
Name three
simple 
machines that
it contains.

C H A P T E R 9 R E V I E W

WRITINGSKILL
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13. For each of the following, state whether the
system contains primarily kinetic energy or
potential energy:
a. a stone in a stretched slingshot
b. a speeding race car
c. water above a hydroelectric dam
d. the water molecules in a pot of boiling 

water
14. An elephant and a mouse race up the stairs.

The mouse beats the elephant by a full 
second, but the elephant claims, “I am
more powerful than you are, and this race
has proved it.” Use the definitions of work
and power to support the elephant’s claim.

15. How is energy related to work, force,
and power?

16. You and two friends apply a force of 425 N
to push a piano up a 2.0 m long ramp.
a. Work How much work in joules has

been done when you reach the top 
of the ramp?

b. Power If you make it to the top in 5.0 s,
what is your power output in watts?

c. Mechanical Advantage If lifting the
piano straight up would require 1700 N
of force, what is the mechanical advan-
tage of the ramp?

17. A crane uses a block and tackle to lift a
2200 N flagstone to a height of 25 m.
a. Work How much work is done on the

flagstone?
b. Efficiency In the process, the crane’s 

hydraulic motor does 110 kJ of work on
the cable in the block and tackle. What 
is the efficiency of the block and tackle?

c. Potential Energy What is the potential
energy of the flagstone when it is 25 m
above the ground?

BUILDING MATH SKILLSBUILDING MATH SKILLS

18. A 2.0 kg rock sits on the edge of a cliff 
12 m above the beach.
a. Potential Energy Calculate the potential

energy in the system.
b. Energy Transformations The rock falls

off the cliff. How much kinetic energy
will it have just before it hits the beach?
(Ignore air resistance.)

c. Kinetic Energy Calculate the speed of the
rock just before it hits the beach. (For
help, see Practice Hint on page 301.)

d. Conservation of Energy What happens to
the energy after the rock hits the beach?

19. Interpreting Graphics The diagram 
below shows five different points on 
a roller coaster. 

a. List the points in order from the point
where the car would have the greatest
potential energy to the point where it
would have the least potential energy.

b. Now list the points in order from the
point where the car would have the
greatest kinetic energy to the point
where it would have the least 
kinetic energy.

c. How are your two lists related to 
each other?

20. Critical Thinking Use the law of conserva-
tion of energy to explain why the work 
output of a machine can never exceed 
the work input.

THINKING CRITICALLYTHINKING CRITICALLY

C H A P T E R 9 R E V I E W
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21. Applying Knowledge If a bumper car
triples its speed, how much more work can
it do on a bumper car at rest? (Hint: Use
the equation for kinetic energy.)

22. Understanding Systems When a hammer
hits a nail, there is a transfer of energy 
as the hammer does work on the nail.
However, the kinetic energy and potential
energy of the nail do not change very
much. What happens to the work done 
by the hammer? Does this violate the 
law of conservation of energy?

23. Applying Knowledge You are trying to pry
the lid off a paint can with a screwdriver,
but the lid will not budge. Should you try
using a shorter screwdriver or a longer
screwdriver? Explain.

24. Designing Systems Imagine you are trying
to move a piano into a second-floor apart-
ment. It will not fit through the stairwell, but
it will fit through a large window 3.0 m off
the ground. The piano weighs 1800 N and
you can exert only 290 N of force. Design a
compound machine or system of machines
you could use to lift the piano to the height
of the window.

25. Connection to Sports A baseball pitcher 
applies a force to the ball as his arm moves
a distance of 1.0 m. Using a radar gun, the
coach finds that the ball has a speed of 
18 m/s after it is released. A baseball has a
mass of 0.15 kg. Calculate the average force
that the pitcher applied to the ball. (Hint:
You will need to use both the kinetic en-
ergy equation and the work equation.)

INTEGRATING CONCEPTSINTEGRATING CONCEPTS

DEVELOPING LIFE/WORK SKILLSDEVELOPING LIFE/WORK SKILLS

26. Concept Mapping Copy the unfinished 
concept map below onto a sheet of paper.
Complete the map by writing the correct
word or phrase in the lettered boxes.

27. Connection to Earth Science Many fuels
come from fossilized plant and animal
matter. How is the energy stored in these
fuels? How do you think that energy got
into the fuels in the first place?

28. Connection to Biology When lifting an ob-
ject using the biceps muscle, the forearm
acts as a lever with the fulcrum at the
elbow. The input work is provided by the
biceps muscle pulling up on the bone. 
Assume that the muscle is attached 1.0 cm
from the elbow and that the total length of
the forearm from elbow to palm is 32 cm.
How much force must the biceps exert to
lift an object weighing 12 N? What class 
of lever is the forearm in this example?

a.Energy

can beincludes

kinetic energy transformed

which measures

position

which is energy 
associated with

c. d.

e.

distance

destroyed

is the ability 
to do

or

acting 
over a

which is 
energy of but never

includes

b.

TOPIC: Energy and sports
GO TO: www.scilinks.org
KEYWORD: HK1097
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Determining Energy 
for a Rolling Ball
� Preparing for Your Experiment
1. On a blank sheet of paper, prepare a table 

like the one shown below.

2. Measure the mass of the ball, and record it in your
table.

3. Place a strip of masking tape across the board close to
one end, and measure the distance from the tape to
the opposite end of the board. Record this distance in
the row labeled “Length of ramp.”

4. Make a catch box by cutting out one side of a box.
5. Make a stack of books approximately 30 cm high. Build

a ramp by setting the taped end of the board on top of
the books, as shown in the photograph on the next
page. Place the other end in the catch box. Measure
the vertical height of the ramp at the tape, and record
this value in your table as “Height of ramp.”

Raised objects have gravitational 
potential energy. Moving objects have
kinetic energy. How are these two 
quantities related in a system that 
involves a ball rolling down a ramp?

> Measure the height, distance 
traveled, and time interval for a
ball rolling down a ramp.

> Calculate the ball’s potential energy
at the top of the ramp and its kinetic
energy at the bottom of the ramp.

> Analyze the relationship between 
potential energy and kinetic energy.

golf ball, racquet ball, or handball
board, at least 90 cm (3 ft) long
stack of books, at least 60 cm (2 ft) high
box
meterstick
masking tape
stopwatch
balance 

safety goggles

Introduction

Objectives

Materials

Safety Needs

318 C H A P T E R  9

Mass of ball (kg)

Length of ramp (m)

Height of ramp (m)

Time ball traveled, 
first trial (s)

Time ball traveled, 
second trial (s)

Time ball traveled, 
third trial (s)

Average time 
ball traveled (s)

Final speed 
of ball (m/s)

Final kinetic energy 
of ball (J)

Initial potential 
energy of ball (J)

Height 1 Height 2 Height 3

Table I Potential Energy and Kinetic Energy
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� Making Time Measurements
6. Place the ball on the ramp at the tape. Release the ball, and measure how long it

takes the ball to travel to the bottom of the ramp. Record the time in your table.
7. Repeat step 6 two more times and record the results in your table. After three trials,

calculate the average travel time and record it in your table.
8. Repeat steps 5–7 with a stack of books approximately 45 cm high, and repeat the

steps again with a stack approximately 60 cm high.

� Analyzing Your Results
1. Calculate the average speed of the ball using the following equation:

2. Multiply average speed by 2 to obtain the final speed of
the ball, and record the final speed.

3. Calculate and record the final kinetic energy of 
the ball by using the following equation:

4. Calculate and record the initial potential energy of the
ball by using the following equation:
grav. PE � mass of ball � (9.8 m/s2) � height of ramp

PE � mgh

� Defending Your Conclusions
5. For each of the three heights, compare the ball’s 

potential energy at the top of the ramp with its 
kinetic energy at the bottom of the ramp.

6. How did the ball’s potential and kinetic energy change as the height of the ramp 
was increased?

7. Suppose you perform this experiment and find that your kinetic energy values are 
always just a little less than your potential energy values. Does that mean you did 
the experiment wrong? Why or why not?

average speed �
length of ramp

���
average time ball traveled

KE � � mass of ball � (final speed)2

KE � mv21
�
2

1
�
2
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In a sense, civil engineering has been
around since people started to build
structures. Civil engineers plan and
design public projects, such as roads,
bridges, and dams, and private pro-
jects, such as office buildings. To learn
more about civil engineering as a ca-
reer, read the profile of civil engineer
Grace Pierce, who works at Traffic
Systems, Inc., in Orlando, Florida.

Civil Engineer

What do you do as a 
civil engineer?

I’m a transportation engineer with a bache-
lor’s degree in civil engineering. I do a lot 
of transportation studies, transportation
planning, and engineering—anything to do
with moving cars. Right now, my clients are
about a 50-50 mix of private and public.

What part of your job do you
like best?

Transportation planning. On the planning
side, you get to be involved in developments
that are going to impact the community . . .
being able to tap into my creative sense to
help my clients get what they want.

What do you find most 
rewarding about your job?

Civil engineering in civil projects. They are
very rewarding because I get to see my
input on a very fast time scale. 

CareerLinkCareerLinkCareerLinkCareerLinkCareerLink

What kinds of skills do you
think a good civil engineer
needs?

You need a good solid academic back-
ground. You need communication skills 
and writing ability. Communication is key.
You should get involved in things like Toast-
masters, which can help you with your 
presentation skills. You should get involved
with your community. 

What part of your education
do you think was most 
important?

Two years before graduation, I was given
the opportunity to meet with the owner of a
company who gave me a good preview of
what he did. It’s really important to get out
there and get the professional experience as
well as the academic experience before you
graduate. 

As a civil engineer,
Grace Pierce designs
roads and intersections.

320 C A R E E R L I N K
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“I get to help in
projects that
provide a better
quality of life
for people. It’s a
good feeling.”
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You didn’t enter college immedi-
ately after high school. Did you
have to do anything differently
from a younger student?

I went to school as an older student. I didn’t go
back to college until age 27. I knew that because
I was competing with younger folks, I really had
to hustle.

“ I think my industry is going 
toward the ‘smart’ movement of 
vehicles and people. The future is
intelligent transportation systems
using automated systems.”

—GRACE PIERCE

??

What advice do you have for
anyone interested in civil 
engineering?

Have a vision. Have a goal, whatever that might
be, and envision yourself in that arena. Work as
hard as you can to realize that vision. Find out
what you want to do, and find someone who can
mentor you. Use every resource available to you
in high school and college, including professors
and people in the community. And in the
process, have fun. It doesn’t have to be dreary.

TOPIC: Engineer
GO TO: www.scilinks.org
KEYWORD: HK1999
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